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 > [^3]: 's a yellow bucket and not a blue one." "Jeez." "Yeah, that's right." "Mmmm." "I hate that when that happens." "The
yellow?" "Not the blue." "Don't you like the blue?" "Actually, no, I'm not a big fan of the blue." "In fact, I'm not a fan of it at
all." "I just realized I like it and it's been a problem for me." "So what's your favorite color?" "Actually, I like to wear white."
"Are you kidding me?" "White?" "I just love the yellow." "I love yellow." "If I were blind, I would wear yellow." "I'd love to
have a pair of yellow pants, yellow jacket." "Oh, my god, I love it!" "I love it, I love it." "She said she loves the yellow." "Is
that..." "Can I tell you something?" "I totally..." "I totally like the yellow." "You do?" "Yeah." "That's so cool." "Thanks."

"Thank you." "What's your name?" "Andrew." "Andrew, my name's Ray." "Nice to meet you." "You're a big sports fan?" "I love
sports." "I grew up in Philly, and I lived there for a year." "That's why I know all the sports teams." "I love college football." "I
love college football." "I love college football too." "I played football at Syracuse." "That's cool." "That's awesome." "Yeah, I
love college football." "I played football for Syracuse." "When Syracuse beat USC, I was like..." "I was really into it." "I was

like..." "I was real crazy." "I was just..." "Oh, god." "That was a good feeling." "I was pretty wild." "Did you have, like, a good
time?" "I was pretty wild." "I was pretty wild." "Yeah, I was really, really wild." "I was doing stuff that was pretty crazy." "I was
just in a place where I didn't care who was watching." "Do you guys have any brothers and sisters?" "No." "I'm the youngest of

five kids." "I've been spoiled." 82157476af
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